Open Access

to research results
Context. Realization. Support.

WHAT IS OPEN ACCESS?

WHY DO I NEED OPEN ACCESS?

Open Access offers a new paradigm for the publication of
scholarly works and data by providing anyone with free access to research results over the Internet.
Open Access is promoted by higher education institutions,
scientific organizations and libraries around the world.

Do you or your project partners always have direct access to
the information you need for your research? How will you
access important scientific and academic journals after your
university career? What legal challenges face new learning
concepts such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) or
interinstitutional virtual research environments?
Open Access enables the free exchange of ideas and information that are essential to innovation and progress and offers
new solutions for the teaching and research endeavors of
the future.

REACHING THE GOALS

Green Road:
Works that have already been published conventionally can
be self-archived or republished in an open online archive.
The University of Basel offers the institutional repository
edoc for this scenario.
Depending on the publisher guidelines, the published version or the last version of the author’s manuscript can be
used for this purpose.
Gold Road:
Immediate first publication with Open Access in a peer reviewed journal or e-book platform:

THE GOALS OF OPEN ACCESS

Fast, global distribution
of scholarly information
Increased visibility and
citation frequency of publications
Simplified reuse for subsequent
research
Promoting interdisciplinary and
international collaboration

“The free exchange of ideas and information made possible by Open
Access is a key requirement for innovation and progress in teaching
and research.”
Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Andrea Schenker-Wicki
Rector

Free access to findings from
publicly financed research
Development of a sustainable,
transparent publication system
Reliable, long-term availability
of publications and data

WHAT IS EDOC?

OPEN ACCESS WITH EDOC

edoc is the University of Basel's institutional repository. It
indexes scholarly publications originating from the University of Basel and offers permanent access to the full text of
the publications. edoc enables the implementation of the
University of Basel's open access policy and meets the guidelines of the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) for the
republication of research findings.

To ensure your publications are publicly accessible on edoc,
enter them in the university’s research database and then
upload the accompanying full text.

RELATED LINKS

More information about Open
Access at the University of Basel
www.openaccess.unibas.ch

edoc – Institutional repository
of the University of Basel
www.edoc.unibas.ch

The publications will then be added to edoc and remain
blocked until the legality of the republication has been verified.

Research database
of the University of Basel
www.forschdb2.unibas.ch

Swiss National Science Foundation
www.snf.ch
> Research policies > Open Access

To speed up the republication process,
the following basic rule applies:
For works published online (particularly
journal articles): Upload the most recent
author’s manuscript not formatted by the
publisher (ideally with the review process
corrections) in PDF format.
The University Library manages the data stored in edoc. It
automatically imports publication data from the university's
research database, verifies the bibliographic information
and makes the full text publicly available whenever possible.
Only electronic dissertations are uploaded directly into edoc
by PhD students. You will receive the necessary account details once you have submitted the printed deposit copies.
International standards are used so that the contents of edoc
can be indexed by academic search engines such as Google
Scholar and BASE. Individual users can export content in a
dozen different data formats.

Directory of Open Access journals
www.doaj.org

For print-only publications: Upload a PDF
of the version from the publisher. Contact the publisher in a timely fashion to
determine whether republication on edoc
is possible. We will then contact you to
discuss how to proceed.

Whenever you upload the full text of a publication in the
research database, we make sure that your publication is
made available in the optimum, legally permissible version
on edoc after the expiration of any applicable blocking periods (embargo).

Directory of Open Access books
www.doabooks.org

Contact
University Library
Open Access Coordination
Schönbeinstrasse 18-20
4056 Basel, Switzerland
Tel.: +41 (0)61 207 29 91
Email: openaccess@unibas.ch
Web: openaccess.unibas.ch
University of Basel, January 2016.

